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Foreword

Ms. Ana Albalat,
Deputy General Director of
Educational Research and

Digitalisation

Catalonia

The School & Classroom Kits 3.0 handbooks of the Erasmus +
regional cooperation project EduRegio: Digital Regions for Education
are part of the actions to implement the Digital Education Action Plan
at the level of European regions, providing the educational
community with guidelines and recommendations that are
immediately applicable in schools and in the daily practice of
teachers in the classroom.

The results of the experience and learning gained during the life of
the project are summarized in this manual, which includes teaching
units developed by teachers and technicians from different countries.
This international dimension enriches this material thanks to the
incorporation of very diverse points of view and experiences, and is
therefore of great educational value.

The Department of Education of the Generalitat de Catalunya has
applied its experience in the organization of face-to-face education
for the creation of one of EduRegio’s learning activities, this time in
virtual format.

Educational hackathons are a new form of collaboration that
facilitates the development of ideas between people with common
interests but with different profiles. Its time-limiting features and
concentration on a single work focus can be very well adapted to
educational environments, both to develop teaching networks inside
and outside the center, and to implement classroom methodology
with students.
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Mr. Jorge Brito,
Intermunicipal Executive

Secretary
of CIM Região de

Coimbra

Coimbra

Hackathons are now starting to be used as a pedagogical approach,
as they are a good way of promoting students' creativity and
cultivating their entrepreneurial spirit, resulting in significant learning
of concepts and skills in practice, through contextualized challenges.

The educational hackathon approach boosts countless capacities
that lead to a wide range of skills, especially autonomy, cooperation,
digital culture and critical, scientific and creative thinking.

It is essential for us to have more innovative schools that are more
connected to contemporary needs, providing students with new
ways of being in contact with knowledge among their peers and
respecting the most varied ways of learning.
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Introduction
The Oxford Dictionary defines hackathons as “events, typically lasting several days, in which a
large number of people meet to engage in collaborative computer programming.” Jams are
similar events, beginning with the idea of jamming in music, where musicians collaborate to
improvise and create music.

Hackathons and coding jams are very short term activities forged in the Silicon Valley
technology world. Initially, they were app contests where participants got the chance to be
trained and financially supported by venture investors.
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They are planned to bridge collaboration among programmers/developers/designers/other
ICT related professionals to focus on challenges/problem solving because of its
“out-of-the-box” and communal feeling. They are traditionally hosted by companies, and
can be internal or external events. Its short, intensive schedule features meet really well the lack
of time of most professionals and foster engagement in a fun, safe way.

Participants must work together with a lot of time pressure, and compete with other teams.
Creating bonds and socializing are valuable parts of participation in a hackathon/coding
jam.

They are mostly valuable as networking and learning opportunities that could be difficult to be
acquired in other settings.

In the school field, they offer an exciting, new way of wrapping project-based learning
approaches and to group bubble groups on hybrid education/full online settings. Roles and
status-quo in schools (both for students and for teachers) are very well defined and everyday
work leaves little room for experimentation. The out-of-the-box atmosphere of a hackathon
can lead to unexpected, creative outcomes.

8
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1 Transversal concepts

Collaboration on focus

Traditionally in hackathons, participants with different professional backgrounds/skills overcome
a challenge collaboratively to come up with creative solutions. Hackathons provide structure to
several informal learnings among participants and boost motivation and focus on
problem solving and feedback.

Design Thinking and co-creation

Design thinking can be defined as a human-centered methodology based on co-creation to
tackle (not solve) complex challenges, so called “wicked problems”.
They have not one right answer, but different approaches and multiple solutions. A
collaborative, co-creative methodology is effective to envision a diversity of points of view,
include unexpected professional profiles and frame a possible solution.

Design thinking methodologies use empathy (identifying a challenge from the user’s point of
view) to understand a wicked problem better, so it provides a good context to contribute to
shared understanding and solution ideation.

9
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Prototyping means the production of visual representations (both two or three dimensional)
that spark creative thinking, enabling feedback in a very meaningful way, especially for visual
learners/thinkers. Despite some early doubts among the least experienced participants in
hackathons, they finally get engaged and produce quality prototypes.

Transnational collaboration

In the corporate world’s hackathons, outside experts help build innovation. Transnational
collaboration can give an enriched profile to hackathons. Online hackathons in classroom
settings are very suitable methodologies to work with eTwinning. Not only enable digital and
language (foreign or not) learning but also collaboration skills.
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2 Guidelines

Hackathons, EduHackathons and Coding Jams

Hackathons and Code Jams are of a similar nature, difficult to separate in categories despite
their growing popularity. It is commonly accepted that Code Jams take place in a longer
period of time than Hackathons, but both terms can be easily interchangeable.

They are really good to develop awareness about the importance of collaboration to solve
complex problems and projects, also to learn from peers and to foster teams. Organizing such
events is not a lesser task: it requires a lot of planning and preparation but the experience can
provide multiple outcomes that are worth the effort. The key is to keep the event long enough
to develop quality prototypes or ideas, but short enough to keep it engaging.

According to teachers and advisors participating in EduRegio’s learning activities, hackathons
and coding jams have several similarities with project based learning approaches but including
time limits and gamification touches (challenges, some competitiveness, time limits).
Pupils from different age groups can be mixed in the same groups, making this kind of activities
very suitable for online or hybrid learning while keeping bubble groups together.

There is not a specific age limit, but hackathons work best with older pupils. Primary and
secondary students need different approaches, anyway: time spans for younger students
must be shorter.

How to organize a Coding Jam

Follow the steps to organize a hackathon focused in coding, but in a longer time lapse and give
especial attention to digital equipment and connectivity. Make sure that you have stable
connections, enough devices, spare cables and power sources, and also available technical
support.

How to organize an EduHackathon

A hackathon in a school can be as ambitious and complicated as needed, but always within a
realistic approach: it can range from a small activity involving one or more classrooms to a large
event at a school level, or even a supramunicipal one, not to mention national and international

11
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events. The venue and staff available to watch over participants will decide its dimensions. A
larger scale hackathon is easier to arrange after performing some small scale experiences.

Also consider accurately if your hackathon will have losers and winners to avoid sharp
competition, and what are the outcomes and skills to be rewarded. Get creative!

Some advice for a successful experience:

● Decide a clear goal for the hackathon aligned with learning objectives and curriculum
(if needed): it can be fostering team building, developing a project… and also clear
rules.

● A rubric (ideally created involving pupils) must be created to show what the
expectations for pupils are to follow.

● Dedicate time to make sure that your participants are familiar with platforms and
rules.

● Hackathons should be planned for a very short, intensive time lapse. Be mindful of
the date and find a slow time in the school year, especially if you and your pupils must
face high-stake exams.

● Consider previous workshops or training if needed.
● Arrange teams in advance. Divide participants into effective groups, mixing different

skills and profiles. Groups of 4-6 work best.
● Create a team of leaders for your pupils to look up and interact.
● Ideally, you also need experienced teachers to support new coming teachers and to

help pupils. Set clear rules and expectations about the role of accompanying
teachers, and encourage them to be actively present.

● Decide on a quiet, comfortable venue, as well as the amount of time and ICT
support needed.

● A good infopack and/or online landing page to support working resources is
imperative as reference for participants. Provide as much information as possible in a
unique place.

● Introductions and explanations must be kept to a minimum. The important thing is
the collaboration time.

● Set not very long working intervals to avoid fatigue, especially online. 40-60 minutes
followed by 15 min. breaks are a good choice.

● Plan some entertainment like listening to music, cooking or ordering food together…
that can be performed online or onsite.

● It’s recommended to start preparations at least four months in advance.

12
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by @senivpetro

Steps

Pre-event
● Definition of goal, number of participants, duration and theme
● Selection of venue/platforms
● Landing page/infopack for participants
● Definition of rules
● Creation of challenges
● Creation of assessment rubrics
● Arrangement of teams and definition of rules and skills within groups
● (if needed) Participant recruitment/Registrations
● (if needed) Marketing/diffusion
● Logistics planning (support, furniture, food…)
● Selection of host/support staff, mentors and judges
● (if needed) Choice of awards
● (if needed) Promotion

Event
● Setting of groups
● Demo software tools and platforms
● Housekeeping explanations
● Team building/icebreaking activities
● Breakup into working groups

13
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● Detection and definition of issues and solutions
● Ideation and prototyping
● Collaborative problem solving
● Presentation of outputs in public
● Refinement
● Final pitches
● Announce winners and closing celebrations

Post-event
● Event evaluation
● (if needed) Award giving
● Assessment and reporting of learning objectives achievements

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

● High participation/involvement/rate of permanence among sessions
● Quality of teamwork
● Rate of ideation
● Relevant outputs
● Positive feedback

How to define a challenge

Pupils/participants should choose from 2 to 5 challenges related among them, also aligned
with the curriculum and overall learning objectives, to address open-ended
issues/challenges. A key element is to set what is the issue to be tackled by collaborative
work, and a potential solution.

Ideas for challenges:

● Create an introduction of your school in English using your mobile for a Erasmus+
school exchange

● Solutions to limit environmental pollution in the school
● Design a graduation event for final year students in your school
● ….

According to teachers and advisors participating in EduRegio’s learning activities, challenges
should be close to students reality, in especial in early education: have to be closely linked
to reality and something that can be very familiar/approachable (not very easy, not very difficult)

14
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The task must be very clear, easy to understand and useful to younger kids. Older
students can manage more abstract concepts and difficulties.

Team definition strategies

Feedback from teachers in EduRegio’s different learning activities and multiplier events were:

● At the beginning of the course is the teacher who should choose team
members. A random way can be by using ClassDojo. At the end, it’s the
students who can choose their group of fellows.

● Not every project enables random grouping. Teachers should be behind
choices.

● Students can be grouped in different age groups, mixing different profiles and
skills, it’s a great way to manage bubble groups and hybrid/remote learning

Development

● Ice breaker - team building activity

A creative activity, like the choice of a name for the group, design of a logo or the
template of an e-portfolio can spark work dynamics.

● Design

Groups must approach the challenge by
using visual supports (digital, physical or
hybrid) like large posters, stickers,
chalkboards… to analyze the issues and
opportunities by defining positive and
negative points, questions and ideas in
order to address the challenge.

Example of physical poster -Business photo
by diana.grytsku

Once sub-challenges are revealed, the most appealing of them will be evolved into three
ideas to tackle the issue, and also six declinations of the three ideas, but featuring

15
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different implementations. The group will choose the most engaging two of the six
declinations, and vote for the best one.

Example of virtual posters from EduHackathon

● Fast prototyping

The idea must evolve into
something tangible. Pupils will
imagine how to implement the idea
by using 3D printing, plasticine,
sketches, photos or drawings to
represent this implementation. This
creative exercise really triggers the
flow of ideas!

16
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Sharing the prototypes.

Pupils must share with the big group some
ideas and the first fast prototype in one
minute. Ideally, they must try to remember all
the teams’ prototypes.

● Pollination

Each team must be split into smaller groups. One or two people from every team will stay to
explain their own prototype while the rest of the team will travel to meet other groups to provide
feedback.

● Improve team’s prototypes

Pupils must share all the feedback provided by other participants and also the good ideas seen
in other prototypes. Also, things that other participants liked about your prototype, points in
which other participants spotted difficulties or which weren’t easily understood and
improvements suggested by other participants.

● Communicate and share your project

A short video based on a storyboard (less than 1 minute) must be recorded to describe each
final project, shared and proposals explained in one minute. Then, students must propose
questions to the other teams or answer questions proposed to each team.

● Assessment

Assessment is based on a project-based learning approach.
A list deploying the skills, reach of the activity’s learning objectives aligned with the
curriculum and criteria is the suggested tool of assessment. Pupils can also be involved in the
definition of a rubric. This will show clearly what the expectations are to follow and provide
unbiased assessment of performance.

17
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A good rubric must take into account accuracy and detail of feedback, hierarchy of tasks
performed by pupils (are all equally important?) and critical, measurable standards of
performance (both as an individual and as a group). It takes planning to decide what
standards are necessary and unnecessary, and cluster them into 4-7 groups. A rubric must be
manageable, not very exhaustive.

Typically, a grid is used to list the criteria for pupil's work and performance levels. The
performance levels are usually given by means of percentage, points or grades and a final
grade is typically calculated at the end. Thus, it’s possible to obtain a cluster of detailed
sub-assessments and a holistic final grade.

The value of each assessment element must be done in increments, and different point values
can be assigned, deciding if one or more have the same weighting in the final score. Take into
account the usual grading scale in your curricular settings to make calculations easier to match
(i.e. from 1 to 10, or from A to F). Use positive feedback in texts.

This example is the starting point of a rubric to be applied. Indicators have been intentionally left
blank: they must be customized according to the work proposal and curriculum:

5
Advanced

4
Effective

3
Acceptabl

e

2
Developing

1
Emerging

Design &
Plan

Understanding
of proposal

Research of
Information

Variety of
approaches

Originality of
solution

Group work

Use of time

Quality of
contribution

Prototype
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Consistency

Craftsmanship

Presentation

Layout

Video

Oral
presentation

Final
product

Consistency

Quality

Resources and tools

Onsite hackathons for educational purposes can use offline traditional supports like large
boards in paper, stickers, felt pens… but they can develop their full potential including ICT
supports like computers or data connections.
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School photo by senivpetro

In this case, onsite and online hackathons share the need of a robust, proven platform to
support interactions and to store documents, resources and outputs.

● Recommendations

● eTwinning platform and tools (Adobe connect, Twinspace)
● Whereby
● Zoom
● Cisco Webex
● Google Classroom
● Microsoft Classroom
● Jitsi
● Canva
● Miro
● Mentimeter
● Jamboard
● Slid.do
● Mural
● Wonder

20
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Example of agenda

First Day:
● Check in
● Kick off: welcome, housekeeping rules, distribution of teams
● Teamwork

Intermediate Days:
● Reminders/rearrangements
● Teamwork
● Registration of solutions

Closing day:
● Demos of solutions
● Judgement/assessment
● Event concludes

Online EduHackathons/Coding Jams

Any videocall/meeting platform with a low learning curve can be enough in general, but in
educational settings eTwinning’s twinspaces are highly recommended because of its security
features. Whatever is the platform of choice is, it has to be reliable and technically very
good to avoid distractions or shutdowns that may cause confusion or early leaving.

Attention spans and energy levels are much shorter than in face-to-face settings, so
it’s recommended to split shorter sessions into different days, but not a lot, and mix a variety of
activities to enable engagement. Tolerance level during interactions is also lower because of the
loss of non-verbal communication. Online interaction cannot be very long, and msut be
limited to short groups. According to our experience, having 4-5 people in a group
works best.

How to replicate the social experience in virtual settings

In order to replicate the social experience in online environments, several strategies can be
used. The following strategies and solutions, come from the experience of CIM Região de
Coimbra in the URBACT Programme funded by the European Regional Development Fund.

21
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1-2-4-All  Strategie - using breakout rooms

For this strategie you will need a meeting platform which allows the use of breakout rooms,
such as Zoom or Cisco Webex.

1) First do the 1st stage still in the main room.
Everyone thinks on their own during 60 seconds, silently (mute everyone at the beginning),
while you create the breakout rooms. Create enough rooms to have 2 people per breakout
room. You can assign people randomly, but you can choose the pairs if you wish to.

2) When the time for stage 1 is up, open the breakout rooms and each pair moves to their own
room for stage 2
About half way through the time for the stage 2, send a broadcast message to all rooms to let
them know. Then near the end of the time, send another broadcast message to say they are
going to be shortly moved to another room combined with another pair.

3) Then move through each breakout and move people in Room 2 to Room 1; people in Room
4 to Room 3, and so on.
Each "even number room" has its participants moved to the room number below it; this helps
to keep track too, in case you get interrupted throughout the process.
Once that is complete, they're then all at stage 4. Give them a warning message again when
there is 1 or 2 minutes left. At the end of stage 4, just close the Breakout rooms and they are all
brought back to the Plenary room for the "All" stage. Set the Countdown timer for the closure
to at least 30 seconds to allow them to wrap up.

4) Then manage the "All" stage in the same way as you would anything else in digital.
The important thing is that you explain the steps in the process clearly at the start, so they
know what will happen. But if anyone gets stuck, you can just drop by into the relevant
breakout room and help.

The biggest task is the manual process to move people between breakout rooms, to go from
"2" to "4". But with e.g. 28 people, it's only 14 participants you need to move, so it only needs
a minute to move people between rooms (and you can spend longer than that getting them to
move places in a physical meeting).
Thus, it works well up to about 35 participants. Once you get to 40 or above, it starts to take
longer to move all the people between groups, so you need to build in some time. Unless you
have a "multiple hosts" subscription, it's a one person job to shift people, as only the host can
do that task.
The advantage of 1-2-4-All is that as a facilitator (especially in digital where it's not really
feasible to track the progress of conversations) there's less for you to do, so you do have the
time available to do the reallocation without needing to multi-task.

22
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"Low tech" digital options

A good way of engaging people can be the use of less complex whiteboards such as Mural,
and Jamboard. Also, if you don't want to have two screens, Zoom, Whereby (and many other
online meeting software packages) offer a whiteboard with annotation, so that you can draw on
the screen together. This also lowers the bar for technologal access, since people can do
this on their phones.

Another phone-only tech option is to run a Mentimeter. You can use it inside and outside of an
online meeting. You can set the Mentimeter access to run at the audience's pace and the link
to be valid for a week - participants can then take part in the "interactive poll" any time they
want within one week on any device they want (computer, tablet, phone). This option can also
be used during the meeting, you can use live polls, quizzes, word clouds, Q&As and more to
get real-time input - regardless whehter you’re remote, hybrid or face-to-face.

Hybrid ideas

A hybrid version of any interaction creates a two-tier system by definition. Benefits can include
increased reach and accessibility, the opportunity to be joined by external speakers who
wouldn’t travel otherwise, and for more members to be present in certain sessions. But for
transnational meetings and city visits, those who attend in person get a very different
experience – not only in terms of the incidental contacts, but also in terms of the extra-sensory
engagement and the richer social and spatial interactions.
Miro for example has the ability to photograph "real life" post-its and add them to an existing or
new Miro board - Stickies Capture: so you can combine in person and digital work or
progressively add to a digital record of your work.
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You can also go back and forth between online whiteboards and in person work by printing out
your Miro and discussing it in person, then adding your new notes to the digital version.
Another solution is the use of embeded polling software such as Mentimeter or Sli.do into your
live meetings. Instead of having people paste real sticky dots, they paste digital ones using their
phone. You can show the results page live on your screen - your participants can stay as far
away from each other as necessary or even join from a different place (like home). You then
have these results as an Excel file and image files for each results slide.

24
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Font: Blog Slid.do

Learning Memos

In order to facilitate the learning process you can use Learning memos, the objective is to fill it in
after each session. You don’t have to show it to anyone it is just a tool to help you process and
integrate the contents of the session:

Font: URBACT Toolbox
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Fighting the digital fatigue

Digital engagement requires new facilitation skills. Good digital facilitation is not just about
choosing the right online tools, but also ABOUT learning how to run better workshops and
upskilling of facilitation and workshop design generally. This should be based on a good
understanding of both the audience and the specific objectives of the session and needs to
take account of fading stakeholder enthusiasm - Digital fatigue is real!

Here are some hints & tips to keep the engagement

● Create a hashtag for the event, the ones who with more shares win a prize;
● Set the mood: while people are gathering on the main stage before the start of the

event, create the mood by simply playing some music playlists. These playlists can be
expanded by asking the participants to add/suggest new songs. For this purpose you
can use Spotify.

● Create some funny break moments for stretching, by using gifs, yoga poses, music
choreography, etc.

● Create unexpected challenges: hybrid events can give you the perfect scenario to
create some unexpected challenges related to the real experience of the participants
and organization throughout the event. For example you can do a final video where you
could see bits of all the sessions, testimonies, etc.

Warn the audience that there will be a quiz after the video, per example on Sli.do.
During the of COVID-19 pandemic, most people appeared talking in their houses, in a studio,
etc., you can use this as an icebreaker and joke around with the questions:

1) What was the number of cushions on the sofa of the coordinator’s room?
2) How many times did the Miro Board appear in the video?
3) What animal appeared in the video?

Hybrid events also allow you to use tools from engaging learners in face-to-face meetings.
Some group strategies such as the fishbowl, world café, and Critical Friend can be used to
facilitate the co-creation process.

Fishbowl

The Fishbowl tool aims at getting maximum
participation and perspectives from all
participants about a specific topic, it is an
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interactive and participatory method that supports conversation and debate between multiple
participants.

World Café

The World Café is an easy-to-use method for creating a living network of collaborative dialogue

around questions that matter in service to real work.

De Bono Thinking Hats

The De Bono Thinking Hats is a mental roleplay based on (imaginary or not) thinking hats which

will encourage the participants to use different mindsets and creativity to think, discuss and

evaluate their projects and topics.
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Critical Friend

The Critical Friend aims at getting critical but yet friendly feedback and advice from participants

of a transnational meeting or a study visit.
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The Jigsaw methodology transferred online

Jigsaw methodology helps to reduce conflict between students, increases collaboration and
commitment and shows effective pleasure in the learning experience.
Students become the main actors of the learning process.

The first online session is dedicated to planning:
- students are divided into small groups (two - three per group)
- the topics of the lesson are divided into sections (the same number of groups) and each

group chooses its favourite section
- the teacher gives to the groups the sources to be studied (online articles, sections of

their schoolbook, videos…)
- the teacher also gives a list of “required products” (a short presentation, an online

game/quiz, a slogan… for example)
- groups have about a week to learn their own topic

Students “meet virtually” during the week and learn to use digital technologies for collaboration.

During the following meetings each group presents its section of the lesson.
We did it last month about the nervous system with 13 years old students. It was a successful
experience. I attach here an example of self-assessment table they had to compile. This table
was useful both to explain the assignment and for their self-assessment process.

Points Done?

Prepare a presentation (Google Slides - SlidesCarnival, SlidesGo...) or an infographic (Canva...)

1. It contains all the relevant scientific info 1 yes, no,
partial….

2. It’s graphically good 1

3. There are lots of images and very small text 1

4. It’s incisive for an oral presentation to your classmates 1

Produce a game or a test to be played online with your classmates after your presentation. The aim is to check if
they have understood your lesson (Kahoot, Quizizz, Google Modules, …)

1. Questions are clear 1

2. There are more than 4 and less than 9 questions 1

3. Questions concern the main concepts of the lesson 1

Create a SLOGAN, for example an advertisement or a meme
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1. The slogan is original 1

2. The message is relevant to the topic you are dealing 1

3. The message educates to a responsible behaviour about health 1

Fonti

1. You listed all the sources 1

2. You checked the reliability of the sources 1

From local to international

eTwinning is the ideal platform to support interactions both at the national and the international
level. A Twinspace can be set as a landing page including instructions, team composition,
documentation, repository of videos, links… moreover its video conference feature based in
Adobe Connect can be used to support interactions among students in a safe way. Teachers
can decide the level of privacy needed, or the use of alternative platforms and keep the
Twinspace as a repository. Twinning forums can also be used to recruit partners.
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3 Inspiration
Good practise

The EduRegio’s C2 joint staff training session EduHackathon led by a top hackathon organizer
based in Barcelona, La Mandarina de Newton, can be considered as a good practice
according to internal evaluation and feedback from participants, and suitable to be used in a
classroom or school environment with some adaptations.
Its landing page and learning e-portfolio is projectes.xtec.cat/eduhackaton

Link to video highlights

Click over the picture to watch the highlights
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Annex

Learning Scenarios

The choice of learning scenarios for hackathons in a classroom corresponds to the most
suitable ones for collaborative learning, or those posing open ended challenges. With
some adaptations, they can be used to inspire small size hackathons.

Upper Primary Education (9-11 year old)

● Elena Corina Rogoveanu (Romania). Citizen of Europe
This learning scenario is aimed to raise citizenship awareness and importance of mutual
understanding, to ensure mutual exchange of information through effective
communication and collaboration, and to improve students’ knowledge about the
European continent.

● Ioanna Manafi (Greece). Exploring the European Union
The lesson plan “Exploring the European Union” designed for students aged 9-12 aims
to lead students to explore the European Union (places, cultures, habits, languages,
monuments, institutions, etc.) through the collaborative jigsaw technique and the ICT
use for digital content creation. In Ioanna’s opinion, the value of her work consists of
two points:
a) the implementation of the jigsaw classroom technique which is a research-based
cooperative learning technique, and b) the use of many collaborative online tools for
digital content creation by students.

● Dalia Kager (Croatia). Micro:bit board game
Students in teams design and create their own game board, figurines, rules and
program micro:bit as a game dice. They document the work process in a presentation.
This learning scenario encompasses 21st century skills development, is
multidisciplinary, and incorporates innovative methods and ideas.

● Ana Belén Yuste Martínez (Spain). Across the Solar System
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In this lesson plan students not only learn and review all the content about the Solar
System, but they also develop collaboration and communication skills, increase digital
competence through knowledge of augmented reality, and encourage leadership and
creativity skills through the use of digital tools.

● Romy van Zielst (Slovenia). Pitch a New Device Project
I believe involving primary students in creating a new device whilst using various digital
tools in the process, makes this a great project to carry out. It fosters creative thinking
and allows students to think outside of the box. Children growing up in the 21st century
will likely see technology change a lot more in the future, with this small project they will
go through what it would feel like to be a part of that change. In this project, primary
students react to a creative prompt by using Flipgrid with the goal of inventing a brand
new digital device. After the initial round of ideas, the students will vote for the best 3
and then work in groups to create a digitally supported pitch for an imaginary tech
company.

● Eleni Kalesi (Greece). Gone with the wind – the digital edition! | GO
DIGIT W~

This lesson is a perfect guide on how primary school students from 10 to 12 years old
can make their own digital wind turbines using educational tools as Tinkercad, Scratch,
and Lego WeDo. Join our new @Gone with the Wind – the digital edition! | GO DIGIT
W~ Project and learn how to make your own digital wind turbine using simple
educational tools as Tinkercad, Scratch, and Lego WeDo 2.0!

● Katerina Spitsa (Greece). The schoolyard of our dreams
Can we imagine and create the ideal schoolyard so as to be more exciting and
interesting? Can we dream, set small and big goals, make plans and lead the way to
make them come true? Through this project, preschoolers dream of the schoolyard
they desire, organize activities, use ICT tools for making decisions and for their final
products and cooperate to make their dream come true.

Lower Secondary Education (12-14 year old)

● Alessandro Buttitta (Italy). The Real Dimensions of the Countries of the
World

Geographic maps aren't very objective. These maps reflect the point of view of the
authors. This work, which focuses on the real dimensions of the countries of the world,
aims to highlight how our knowledge is often based on perceptions. This learning
scenario can help to have an open look and an open mind. Digital tools can be
important to achieve this goal.
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● Doinita Balasoiu (Romania). Solutions to Limit Environmental Pollution
The lesson plan is about a project to identify technical-scientific inventions applicable for
preventing pollution. For documentation they will use sources indicated by the teacher
and/or similar, identified by the students. For their presentations, students will use
various favorite ICT tools.

● Giovanna Giannone Rendo (Italy). Escape Room Matematicando.
Studying mathematics in the form of a game through a virtual and immersive
EscapeRoom with the use of the Thinglink app. The 360 image tags will be recreational
math quizzes that if solved give away letters. The anagram gives the team the key to
complete the game and leave the virtual room. This activity stimulates learning
conceived as the result of a negotiation activity between the transfer of information of
the component that explores and the companions who interpret and cooperatively
elaborate what is reported and what is sought

● Anamaria Ghiban (Romania). Representing „school” topic in literature,
music and film

This learning scenario offers an interdisciplinary approach, dealing with the “school”
theme from the perspective of three creative fields - literature, music, film. It is a suitable
scenario especially for literature classes, but also for music or film education
classes.The value of the scenario consists first of all in the fact that it is a lesson of
general interest, attractive for students, both through the theme itself ("school") as well
as through the innovative approach, combining literature, music and film. Also, the
lesson is valuable because it can be easily replicated and adapted for both blended
learning and online school contexts and proposes the creative use of online tools by
students.

Upper Secondary Education (14-16 year old)

● Natalija Siladjev (Slovenia). Online Distance School Teaching Violence
Prevention

This distance lesson block aims to prevent online violence while students are at home
using Teams meetings, google forms, ppt, virtual oral presentation… We can teach,
learn and develop social skills even in days of distance schooling.
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